ANATOMICAL EVIDENCE SUPPORTS RECENT HYPOTHESIS ON THE PATHOGENESIS OF DUPUYTREN’S CONTRACTURE
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Abstract. The authors of the article proposed a hypothesis of the origin of Dupuytren’s disease. Taking into account their own observations and literature data, they connect the fibro-proliferative thickening and shortening of the fibrous structures of the palmar aponeurosis, which lie on the surface of the flexor tendons and small muscles of the hand, with periodic trauma to the hand and fingers. At the moments of light and even minor injuries (contusion, compression) of the hand, nerve growth factors exit and accumulate in the intercellular spaces of the tissues of the palmar surface of the fingers. Local manifestations of nerve growth factors can activate fibroblast-like cells located near the external capsule of Pacini bodies. Pacini bodies emanating from the sensory nerves of the skin of the fingers represent their neural organelles, which act as receptors for touch and vibration. The local appearance of nerve growth factor can cause the migration and proliferation of these fibroblast-like cells from the external capsule of Pacini bodies. Repeated intermittent even minor (micro) injuries of the hand lead to a process of chronic inflammation involving fibrous structures that surround the tendons (walls of the tendon sheath) on the palmar side of the fingers and hand. The importance of the proximity of the tendons and neurovascular bundles was noted. The article presents schemes based on morphological and radiology (High Resolution MRI) studies. (13 figs, bibliography: 38 refs).
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INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we shall focus on the so-called contracture of Dupuytren (fig. 1). In medical terms, this ailment “presents as a palmar nodule that, in time, develops into a cord. This cord gradually contracts, leading to contracture of the fingers. The fingers most commonly affected are the ring and little fingers, followed by the long and index fingers” [1].

HYPOTHESIS

One may wonder how Dupuytren’s contracture of the finger comes into existence, and - even more important - how it may be treated. While this malformation is shortly described in medical terms as “a fibroproliferative thickening and shortening of the fibrous aponeurotic sheets that lie superficial to the flexor tendons and small muscles of the hand” [1] a wealth
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Fig. 1. Dupuytren’s contracture: a cord-like thickening at the palm side of the hand.

An overview of their pathways is given in [9]. Our fig. 2 schematically represents Pacinian corpuscles (fig. 2, red dots) from the fingertip and more proximally, plus the sensory nerves (fig. 2, in green) that they adhere to, at the palmar sides of fingers and hand. The direction of sensory stimuli is indicated by arrows in green. Pacinian corpuscles are lamellar vibration receptors that produce rapidly adapting responses [10]. Peak sensitivity of human Pacinian corpuscles lies at 250 Hz. Other studies showed sensitivity ranges from 10-1000 Hz [11]. [12] gives useful descriptions and schemes of tactile functions by the sensory nerves, and their sensomotoric feedback.

Fig. 2. Diagram representing palmar sensory nerve, plus adhering Pacinian bodies.

MICROSCOPY

Image fig. 3 was preliminarily presented (in a previous paper) as Figure 9 [13]. 1) Brief description: Polyinnervated Pacinian-like corpuscle, quite comparable to those presented in [14]. This specific proprioceptive corpuscle, present in an anatomical specimen of an otherwise normal third finger of the right hand, was found at the level of the proximal interphalangeal (P.I.P.) joint of the finger, in its ulnar proprius collateral ligament [13]. 2) Staining: anti-200 kD Neurofilament Heavy Antibody (ab105453). Light microscopy 100 x 1. Scale bar: see image. 3) From periphery to center are visible: Capsule, Outer Core, Intermediate Layer, Inner Core. Several axons are visible from periphery to center.

Fig. 3. Photomicrograph of Pacinian-like corpuscle, seen in ligament of finger joint.
Figure 4 is an artist’s impression of fig. 3, highlighting these structures by various colours. Purple: capsule; blue: outer core; grey, green, and black: cell nuclei; yellow: inner core, red: other tissues.

Fig. 4. Coloured pencil drawing of fig. 3, for colour code: see text.

Clear line-drawings of these neuronal organelles are also given by [15]. These authors clearly indicate the collagen between the lamelles of the Pacinian corpuscles. Clinically, by means of patient’s casuistics [16] demonstrates how nerves that become compressed and entrapped during a long time, may react on such compression by forming reactive scar-like thickenings that may eventually extend beyond their places of entrapment. Combining the views from these two different publications [15] and [16] possibly helps to understand how the subcutaneous fibrous strands and nodules, typical for the onset of Dupuytren’s contracture begin to develop, namely starting from neural and nerve-related tissues.

The precise pathways of such sensory nerves, together with their Pacinian corpuscles, from the tip of the finger, up to and including the palm of the hand were described and lavishly illustrated by means of whole-hand photomicrographs in Landsmeer’s Atlas of Anatomy of the Hand [17]. Noteworthy are the “safe trajectories” of these sensory palmar nerves, joined by their accompanying blood vessels into one neurovascular bundle, also known as a “pedicle”. As [17] states, “Particularly notable is the broad access to the vascular bed (…), a route containing many Pacinian bodies.” This atlas’s complete series of microscopic serial sections provides insight into the three-dimensional anatomy of the finger, down to the most minute detail. With regard to Pacinian corpuscles in particular, this atlas’s photomicrographs are perhaps only surpassed by a few microscopic sections in [18], [19] and particularly [20] clearly demonstrate the positions of Pacinian corpuscles in the finger, relating them also to a possible development of Dupuytren’s contracture.

FINGER HR-IMAGING TECHNIQUES

Now in analogy to the findings by [16] that we referred to above, it would be useful to identify those structures in the finger that may give rise to the entrapment and subsequent compression of Pacinian corpuscles, along their passages within the confinement of their “safe trajectory”, namely along the route mentioned above. In order to verify the presence of such structures and their configurations, with possible implications for successful treatment, we therefore refer to the following results of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI).

We performed High Resolution-MRI (HR-MRI) of an otherwise normal human anatomical specimen of an extended right third finger. Technical data of our HR-MRI were: Varian 400 spectrometer, 9,4 T superconducting magnet. Field of view FOV (mm) in transverse plane: 25 x 25; imaging data matrix of 350 x 350; pixel resolution (μm) 71 x 71. Further acquisition parameters were: repetition time TR: 2500 ms; echo time TE: 18 ms; number of averages NA = 24; slice thickness 2 mm.

RESULTS

To illustrate our observations, fig. 7 presents one characteristic level of the resulting series of HR-MRI-slices, including its recognisable structures that were described more extensively in [21]. This particular mid-phalanx level is indicated by a vertical bar in fig. 5, a level corresponding not only with the one presented by [17] on its p. 184, but also with the first MRI of a human finger in the living ever published [22].

Fig. 5. Finger first phalanx, mid-phalanx and last phalanx. Line indicates slicing level.

The present slice in particular was preliminarily analysed in [23]. At this mid-phalanx level, the complex anatomical details of the human finger-as-a-whole (fig. 6) are rather basic, mainly because at this level just one extensor tendon, and essentially one deep flexor tendon are present.
**HYPOTHESIS**

From this colour tracing in fig. 8, it becomes clear that these mostly inelastic collagenous tunnels (or “envelopes”) surrounding palmar blood vessels and sensory nerves are formed by fibers of Grayson’s ligament [24], joining with fibers of Cleland’s ligament “lying immediately behind the palmar digital branches of vessel and nerve” [25]. A comparable configuration in cross-sections of the finger is given in [26] and [27] — although not by real imaging, but by drawings.

By means of this schematised transverse section fig. 8, and using a grid overlay framework for measurements [28], main percentages of the various areas occupied by different structures and tissues at this level can be roughly estimated, as the pie diagram fig. 9 shows. From this it becomes clear that in the finger only little space (some 11 %) is left for such vital structures as the palmar blood vessels and nerves.

**DISCUSSION**

We started this paper with the hypothesis that proliferation and migration of fibroblast-like cells from the outer capsule of the Pacinian corpuscle will lead to chronic inflammation processes, eventually involving fibrous structures at the palm side of fingers and hand [6]. Various mechanisms of this differentiation of fibroblasts have been investigated [29 – 31]. In the pioneering research [29], their main molecular pathways were revealed. The authors of [30] drew our attention to the importance of comorbidities accompanying Dupuytren’s contracture, especially diabetes mellitus type II. Moreover, the authors of [31] demonstrated the importance of the various mechanical factors like stress and pressure in Dupuytren’s contracture, combining their views with well-known molecular backgrounds as well.

To continue our discussion, we confirmed that our images figs 3 – 4 of a normal Pacinian-like corpuscle in the finger correspond with the photomicrograph of a normal Pacinian corpuscle in the palmar aponeurosis in a most recent publication [32], especially their Figure 2B.
Then we stated that the above-said hypothesis implies, that reaction on overstimulation by nerve growth factor eventually leading to “entrapment” of nerve-related fibroblast-like cells of Pacinian corpuscles [6] may start within the confines of certain non-resilient anatomical spaces. In the finger such spaces were demonstrated as tunnels or envelopes, that is to say by their diagrammatic drawings [26, 27]. Our images figs 7 - 8, of a HR-MRI transverse slice of a real anatomical specimen of the finger at mid-phalanx level, do confirm and also refine the diagrams [26, 27].

In the same way, we further state that our fig. 7 and 8 correspond with an originally anatomical description in [33], its Figure 21 (macrophotography at metacarpal level) and Figure 29 (line-drawing of a whole finger). This author’s illustrations foreshadow what was later introduced in [34] especially by its Figure 4, namely the configuration of non-resilient tunnels (or “envelopes”), demonstrated palmarly at both sides in each finger. Both [33] and [34] conceive these tunnels in the finger as a morphological continuum resembling a sideways figure 8, in other words displaying the well-known “infinity symbol like” shape “∞”, with its intercrossing in the midline of the finger. [27] presents such intercrossing in its diagrammatic drawing Figure 9c. Our HR-MRI of the finger fig. 7 shows such intercrossing collagenous fibers of Grayson’s ligament indeed. Normally in the living, shallow longitudinal impressions or “Einziehungen der Haut” [27] may reflect this intercrossing, running according to the midline along the palmar surface of each of the fingers [35]. From an anatomical point of view it is important to confirm the presence of this “infinity symbol” at other transverse levels of the finger too. Therefore we reconsidered archived images of transverse slicing levels, equal to or close to levels A, B, and C, as indicated at the skeletal outlines of the finger in fig. 10 (scale bar represents 1 cm).

To become acquainted with most of the anatomical structures visible in such transverse slices, we first present characteristic level B with its legenda, see fig. 11 and 12. This level B represents a more detailed elaboration of Figure 3 in [21]. Level C is equal to the ones presented in our figs 5, 7 and 8.

Fig. 10. Finger transverse section levels A, B, and C, indicated at skeletal outlines.

Fig. 11. Level B, see also fig. 10.

Fig. 12. Tracing of fig. 11 (level B) with colourwise legend of its various structures.

Our level A (fig. 13a, photomicrograph) corresponds with the line-drawing Figure 4 in [34], namely just proximal to the P.I.P.-joint. These authors [34] define the above-said tunnels (or envelopes) as consisting of Layer 3 of Cleland’s ligament [25] dorsally, and Grayson’s ligament [24] palmarly. Like the drawing Figure 9c in [27], Figure 4 in [34] indicates various other intercrossing fibers of Grayson’s ligament, apart from those in the midline of the finger. This corresponds very well with our figs 13 b and 13 c.
**Fig. 13 a.** Photomicrograph, level A. Adapted after illustration in van Zwieten K. J. Observations on the Extensor Assembly in Some Primate Species. Journal of Anatomy. 1974; 117 (2): 204-205, used with permission of Wiley. Envelopes indicated by small asterisks. Arrow indicates the intercrossing of fibres in the midline.

**Fig. 13 b.** HR-MRI, proximally of level C. Frame shows region of interest.

**Fig. 13 c.** Detail of fig. 13 b, see its frame in red. Various intercrossings of fibres are visible in the center here, other than those in the midline of the finger.

**Fig. 13 d.** Slightly distally of level C. Compare also with figs. 7 and 8. Appearance of collagenous tunnels on either side corresponds to “infinity symbol ∞”.

**Figs. 13 a - d.** Whole-finger specimen transverse sections, at levels according to fig. 10.
Finally, as suggested by our figs 7-8, intercrossing in the midline of the finger by such fibers constituting the collagenous envelopes, becomes apparent “at its best” in the region around level C, see fig. 13 d. The abovesaid infinity symbol $\infty$ in situ however, appears to be somewhat kinked (or bent) in its middle at the very place of its crossing. As a consequence the infinity symbol $\infty$ itself becomes reflected dorsally. Moreover, both “rounds” of the symbol $\infty$ are not purely round. They rather display somewhat “kayak top view” outlines, so to say. Generally speaking, however, the detailed anatomical observations by [33] and [34] are confirmed by our present study. The latter authors recently expanded their anatomical and surgical observations [36].

**CONCLUSIONS**

From our HR-MRI slicing of an anatomical specimen of the human finger, the above hypothesis on the pathogenesis of Dupuytren’s contracture can be made plausible. Especially the fibrous confinements of the palmar neurovascular bundles, namely non-resilient collagenous envelopes constituted by Grayson’s and Cleland’s ligaments, support the idea of possible entrapment and compression of sensory nerves-related Pacinian corpuscles passing through these otherwise safe fibrous tunnels.

Rather mechanistically explained, repetitive trauma on Pacinian corpuscles may then lead to nerve growth factors to be released, which in turn may promote the migration and proliferation of fibroblast-like cells from the outer capsule of the Pacinian corpuscle, trapped within such fibrous envelopes [6]. Eventually, thickened nodules and cords may then present themselves as Dupuytren’s contracture, at the palm side of fingers and hand.

As [31] states “minimal invasive procedures such as needle fasciotomy and collagenase are a good alternative treatment method to surgery. Collagenase is injected into the diseased cord. The surgeon can promptly correct extension deficits the following day”. The success of such novel techniques of collagenase nonoperative treatment for Dupuytren’s contracture [37, 38] can thus be substantiated, based on our anatomical observations of collagenous tunnels or envelopes in the finger, that enclose palmar neurovascular bundles as well as their Pacinian corpuscles.
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